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INTRODUCTION
RILEM tube tests are used to evaluate the performance of water repellents in the field. There are two types of RILEM tubes, 5.0
mL (tall) tubes and 60 mph (short) tubes. The 5.0 mL tubes are use on brick, natural stone, cast-in-place concrete and precast
concrete. The 60 mph tubes are used on Custom Masonry Units. Putty is used to affix the tube to the vertical or horizontal
surface and water uptake is measured during a 20-minute time period. Procedures for the 5.0 mL tube and 60 mph tube are
described below. Where warranty considerations exist, RILEM tube tests should be conducted by a sales manager or a
manufacturer’s representative.

RILEM TUBE PROCEDURE FOR BRICK, NATURAL STONE, CAST-IN-PLACE, AND PRECAST CONCRETE
The 5.0 mL RILEM tube has been the mainstay of field-testing procedures for many manufacturers of water-repellent products. It
allows for the only practical, rapid, nondestructive evaluation of comparative water-repellency in the field. Properly conducted,
the test procedure allows for a quantitative evaluation of water repellency of both the masonry unit and the unit/mortar
interfaces.
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Procedure:
1. The masonry surface should be clean, dry, and free from poorly adhered coatings
and/or partially spalled masonry fragments.
2. Roll out a bead of the putty to approximately ¼” diameter and 6” length. Attach the
putty to the flat brim of the tube.
3. Firmly press the tube with the attached putty to the surface. Press in any putty that
extrudes to form a tight seal.
4. Fill the tube with water to the appropriate level, ensuring no air is trapped inside the
body. If air is trapped inside or the putty leaks, remove the tube and repeat the
procedure in a new area.
5. Wait for 20 minutes and then record the amount of water absorbed by the substrate.

Where warranty considerations exist, the following criteria will be applied when determining whether the performance
will qualify for an extended warranty:
Max. wind-driven

10 Year

10 Year

5 Year

5 Year

rain at 20 minutes

(Material & Labor)

(Material Only)

(Material & Labor)

(Material Only)

1 mL or less loss

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Greater than 1 mL loss

No

No

No

No
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RILEM TUBE PROCEDURE FOR CUSTOM MASONRY UNITS
It has become increasingly apparent that Custom Masonry Units present some unique challenges with respect to water
intrusion. The high porosities and the large capillaries in these units render many traditional water-repellent technologies
ineffective. Not only has water-repellent technology evolved to address these challenges, but also field-testing procedures have
now been revised to incorporate techniques suitable for these materials.
Procedure:
1. The masonry surface should be clean, dry, and
free from poorly adhered coatings and/or
partially spalled masonry fragments.
2. Roll out a bead of the putty to approximately ½”
diameter and 6” length.
3. Place the putty in the concave groove on the flat
brim of the tube.
4. Firmly press the tube with the attached putty to
the surface. Press in any putty that extrudes to
form a tight seal.

Tube graduated
in mph

55 mph
Raised Ridge 3 mm
high and 1 mm thick

6.
7.

50 mph
45 mph
40 mph

NOTE: The presence of the raised ridge on the underside
of the flange makes this step especially important.
Compression of the putty will not be as great as with the
traditional assembly and therefore a complete seal may
not be achieved if this step is omitted.
5.

60 mph

Concave Groove 1.5 mm
deep and 5 mm wide

Evaluate the assembly to ensure the putty has not extruded into the “bowl” area of the tube and is not
interfering with the test area.
Fill the tube with water to the 60 mph level, making sure no air is trapped inside the body. If air is trapped inside
or the putty leaks, remove the tube and repeat the procedure in a new area.
Wait for 20 minutes and then record the maximum wind-driven rain speed that the treated Custom Masonry
Units can withstand.

Where warranty considerations exist, the following criteria will be applied when determining whether the performance
will qualify for an extended warranty:
Max. wind-driven
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5 Year
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rain at 20 minutes

(Material Only)

(Material & Labor)

(Material Only)

60 mph
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Yes

Yes

55 mph

No

Yes

Yes

50 mph

No

No

Yes

<50 mph

No

No

No

* Final results can be the average of all tubes on each elevation or from the majority of tubes used. We
recommend at least 5 tubes per elevation and testing sites should include head joints, bed joints and the Custom
Masonry Unit itself.

The information and recommendations made are based on our own research and the research of others, and are believed to be accurate. However, no guarantee of
their accuracy is made because we cannot cover every possible application of our products, nor anticipate every variation encountered in masonry surfaces, job
conditions and methods used. The purchasers shall make their own tests to determine the suitability of such products for a particular purpose. Read and follow all
instructions and warnings on Product Label, Product Data Sheet, and Safety Data Sheet.
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